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Abstract
This article addresses women’s participation and remuneration in the agricultural labour market in 
coastal Flanders during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. An analysis of unique and unexplored 
late medieval farm accounts demonstrates that women’s employment opportunities in this dynamic 
and commercial region had diminished by the middle of the sixteenth century. This article argues that 
demographic developments, which are usually considered to be the drivers of change in the debate 
about female wage labour in the centuries after the Black Death, cannot adequately explain the observed 
changes. The regional scope of this study enables it to demonstrate the complex and interrelated factors 
affecting women’s prospects. These include (local) developments in population numbers, the type of 
rural economy (and related to this the agricultural techniques used), as well as the social and economic 
structure of rural society.
During the summer of 1445, Lyskin Aelbrechts worked for several weeks as a harvest labourer 
at a large farm north of Bruges. She reaped corn, especially wheat, using a sickle. Like the other 
harvest labourers, Lyskin received a piece rate according to the area she harvested. This rate 
was the same for all labourers, regardless of gender. Not only did Lyskin receive cash for her 
labour, she also received free beer during the work. At the end of the summer, Lyskin had earnt 
approximately 200 Flemish d. groten for her work. This was sufficient to buy the equivalent 
of approximately 650 litres of wheat on the Bruges grain market. A century later, during the 
summer of 1547, Callekin Cocx was hired at the same farm. The male harvest workers reaped 
and mowed the crops, while Callekin and her female colleagues made sheaves. For sheaving 
wheat, beans and other fodder crops, she received a piece rate according to the number of 
bound sheaves. In total she earned 96 Flemish d. groten by working in the fields. With this 
amount of money, Callekin could buy the equivalent of approximately 140 litres of wheat on 
the Bruges market.1
 * The author would like to thank Erik Thoen, Thijs Lambrecht, Kristof Dombrecht and the participants in the 
session ‘Women’s work in rural north-west Europe, 1400–1800’ at the European Social Science History Conference 
in Valencia in 2016 for their helpful comments and suggestions on earlier versions of this paper.
 1 Archives of the Public Welfare Organization of Bruges, Archives of the St John’s Hospital, Accounts St John’s 
Hospital, 1445–6; Pacquets, C. Box Scueringhe, account Scueringhe farm, 1547–8.
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The experience of these two women, most probably both single, young women, working 
on the same farm a century apart was completely different. While Lyskin and her female 
colleagues in 1445 had access to the high-paid jobs during harvest, Callekin and her fellow 
harvesters in 1547 performed low-paid, assisting jobs. The purpose of this paper is to explain 
why the experiences of these women working as harvest labourers on the same farm were so 
markedly different. 
I
Most historians would explain the dissimilar experiences of the two women by reference to 
different demographic conditions and thus the supply of labour. The demographic catastrophe 
of the Black Death in the second half of the fourteenth century caused a severe shortage of 
labour. Although there has been general agreement that even before the plague the working 
activities of women were not restricted to housework or family care, some scholars have 
emphasized the particularly high participation of women in the labour market between 
c.1350 and c.1500. They argue that the shortage of male workers enabled women to access 
a whole range of employment opportunities.2 Moreover, the post-plague labour shortage is 
thought to have led to greater wage equality between the sexes, including in agriculture.3 This 
supposed ‘golden age’ was short-lived however, since the economic position of women would 
come under increased pressure from the sixteenth century onwards.4 This line of reasoning 
has been challenged by a number of historians, among them Bennett who contended that 
women’s work was always low-skilled, low-status and low-paid because of patriarchal 
prejudices towards women and Bardsley who held that women invariably received the same 
pay as young, old or disabled men.5 The ‘golden age’ idea has been re-asserted by De Moor 
and van Zanden, who argue that the higher participation and remuneration of women in the 
labour market in the post-Black Death period resulted in their emancipation. By working 
as servants for several years, women could save some money. Among other things, this 
would have resulted in marriages based on consensus, which in turn, via different processes, 
stimulated economic growth.6 This challenging hypothesis has re-stimulated the debate on 
the economic opportunities for women in the pre-industrial period. Even though the rise of 
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well-functioning labour markets was fundamental to De Moor and van Zanden’s analysis, 
it was the sudden fall in population levels due to the Black Death and the resulting labour 
scarcity which was crucial.
Nevertheless, evidence from the seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries suggests 
that changes in the rural economy unrelated to demographical crises had an important 
influence on female participation and remuneration in agriculture.7 Specialization in pastoral 
farming and, in particular dairying, in some English counties in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries, for instance, resulted in less female unemployment and but also 
significantly higher wages for those women who could secure skilled work.8 The type of the 
rural economy, which varied according to time and place, clearly affected the opportunities 
for women on the labour market. Moreover, Allen has pointed out that changes in the size 
of farms affected female employment in different ways to that of men. When farm size 
increased, employment per acre declined: for men, and even more for women. A shift to large 
farms consequently changed the sex balance of rural employment.9 Finally, research into early 
modern proto-industrial sectors has pointed to institutional restraints such as guild pressure 
or community norms.10 
One of the reasons for the emphasis on demography as an explanatory factor in the changing 
experiences of working rural women in the centuries after the Black Death is that the debate 
is heavily based on an understanding of the English situation. England was severely struck 
by the plague, so that, after its initial visitation and subsequent recurrences, by the 1370s 
the population had been halved. In other regions, such as the southern Low Countries, the 
evidence for population loss is less straightforward, but recent estimates indicate a reduction 
in the order of 30 per cent.11 A second reason is the focus on a national or even international 
scale. Information on women’s wages and employment patterns in medieval Europe is still very 
scarce. For this reason, some historians have brought together data from various places and 
times. Collecting disparate wage data across one country or even across several countries tends 
to lead to the determination of general developments as explanatory factors, while regional or 
even local processes are ignored. A number of influential historians of women’s work such as 
Bennett, Schmidt and Verdon have argued that gathering empirical evidence from a regional 
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or local perspective is necessary to understand women’s experiences.12 Humphries and Sarasua 
too have argued that local demand was dominant in shaping women’s place in past labour 
markets.13 Some social and economic historians too plead for a more regional approach, since 
economic development principally took place on a regional scale in the pre-industrial period.14 
While early modernist historians have considered women’s experiences in one particular 
economic sector or one particular city or region, this perspective has seldom been applied to 
the late middle ages and especially to the rural world. 
In this article, we consider women’s wage labour from the perspective of one well-studied 
region, that of coastal Flanders, the part of the county of Flanders bordering the North 
Sea. This regional scope enables this paper to demonstrate meticulously and in detail that 
demography did indeed matter, but that only a complex and interrelated combination 
of factors can explain the different experiences of working women in the late medieval 
countryside. The fluctuation in population over time affected women’s prospects, but so too 
did the nature of rural economy and, related to this, the agricultural techniques used, as 
well as the economic structure of rural society. These claims are based on new data on farm 
labourers for a region which has seldom been looked from a gendered perspective, except 
for the large cities.15 The case of coastal Flanders shows that, even in a region with a highly 
developed market for wage labour and at a time of decreasing population, the opportunities 
for women were quite limited compared to those of men, except in very particular periods 
and for selected groups of women. 
This research makes use of previously unexplored farm accounts, which we briefly introduce 
in the next part of this paper. In the third part, the activities of working women on large 
holdings are considered and differentiated according to the type of contract. In the fourth 
part, the complex interplay of the various factors which explain the changing opportunities in 
this region are considered in detail. In this part, we also trace the geographical and economic 
background of the women workers, which may have implications for their reliance on wage 
labour. Recent research has indeed emphasized that only in a few regions of north-western 
Europe did a considerable proportion of the rural population completely depend on fulltime 
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wage labour.16 Moreover, employment in agriculture was primarily characterized by its irregu-
larity.17 In this study, we wish to present a more complex explanatory framework for women’s 
changing experiences as wage labourers in the late medieval countryside, in the way it has been 
achieved for several economic sectors in the early modern Low Countries or for rural England 
in later periods.18
II
For coastal Flanders, it has been assumed that wage labour became an important source of 
income in the late middle ages. This region was among the first rural societies of north-western 
Europe to change from a peasant society to one dominated by large, commercially-oriented, 
leasehold farms. Around 1300, small freehold peasants, cultivating no more than one to 
three ha of arable land, dominated rural society. They combined arable farming with proto-
industrial activities such as peat digging, wool processing, salt making or fishing. Gradually 
these smallholders lost the ownership of their properties to urban dwellers and ecclesiastical 
institutions. The new landowners leased their lands on competitive conditions for short terms. 
By the middle of the sixteenth century, large commercial tenant farmers dominated rural 
society.19 They increasingly focused on commercial livestock farming instead of intensive 
cereal cultivation.20 The land and lease market tended to become a closed one, dominated by 
the wealthy and powerful.21 These changes meant that increasing numbers of rural dwellers 
depended on the labour market to make a living.22 
Despite the relatively well-known social and economic structure of coastal Flanders, one 
major research problem arises. Rural wage labour is extremely hard to document. Most of the 
large farms (which made use of wage labour) were leased out from as early as the fourteenth 
century.23 Detailed account books kept by landlords are almost completely lacking for the late 
medieval period and the sixteenth century. As a result, little is known about wages for labourers 
performing agricultural tasks such as ploughing, threshing or carting, or for harvesters. As for 
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other regions, most studies have concentrated on reconstructing the wages of building workers 
or manual labourers (including those digging or maintaining drainage works) employed by 
major organizations.24 Soens has recently presented a wage series for unskilled labourers for 
the period 1280–1580.25 Nevertheless, wage labourers performing agricultural tasks – and 
especially the women in this group – have remained one of the most intangible groups of 
pre-industrial society.26 Fortunately, some highly informative farm accounts of institutional 
landowners, who kept at least part of their lands under direct cultivation, have recently been 
discovered. The farm accounts of the Saint John’s hospital of Bruges, the Hospital of Our Lady 
of the Potterie of Bruges27, the Abbey of Ter Doest in Lissewege28 and the Abbey of Terhagen 
near Axel29 allow us to gather new evidence on rural wage labour. The friars and sisters of St 
John’s hospital managed a large farm of about 200 ha called Scueringhe, situated in the rich 
clay polders north of Bruges, in the village of Zuienkerke.30 Scamelweeken in Vlissegem, close 
by Zuienkerke, farmed by the friars and sisters of the Potterie, was especially large by the 
region’s standards. In 1511, it extended to 133 ha.31 The size of Scueringhe and Scamelweeken 
made the hospitals of the Potterie and St John’s two of the most important rural employers 
in the region. In 1445 for instance, no less than 165 individuals received a wage by working at 
least temporarily at Scueringhe farm. On the other hand, because farms in general gradually 
became larger during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, these large holdings became more 
representative of the whole over time. The area of the farm in Lissewege, also situated north 
of Bruges, belonging to the Abbey of Ter Doest is less certain. In 1572–3 approximately 50 ha 
was used as arable land. Terhagen Abbey managed between 25 and 35 ha in the second half of 
the sixteenth century close to the city of Axel. The farm accounts of these four organizations32, 
although widely varying in detail, inform us about the participation and remuneration of 
women in the agricultural labour market. More generally, the accounts present new and 
unique wage series for agricultural work. Sources of this kind have hitherto not been exploited 
by scholars employing a gendered perspective in the Low Countries.
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III
As in later periods, two different types of female labourers were hired on the large commercial 
farms of late medieval Flanders: permanent, live-in servants and casual labourers.33 Here we 
consider each in turn.
(i) Servants
The accounts show that from the mid-fourteenth century onwards, servants were hired in 
two terms per year, for the winter or for the summer.34 They either worked in the household 
or undertook tasks related to dairying. Scueringhe farm, for instance, employed a maid 
responsible for the provisions, a general maid and one or two dairymaids. In all likelihood, 
these servants were asked to do a great variety of tasks.35 
The employment opportunities for women as live-in servants on the large farms were rather 
limited compared to those of men, and they hardly changed during the period under consid-
eration. The gender balance was skewed: men were always in the majority. At Ter Doest farm, 
at least eight males worked during the winter of 1572–3, but only two women. At Scueringhe 
farm, the number of female servants fluctuated between three, four or five per term, while 
that of male servants fluctuated between 25 and 40 per term. The men also outnumbered the 
women at Scamelweeken farm at the end of the fifteenth century. In the summer of 1497, the 
managers of this farm hired three women but at least eight men as servants. These indications 
are in line with the findings based on a tax register for the nearby village of Watervliet in 
1544, where the large farms hired a disproportionately male workforce.36 This was also the 
case in early modern England where it has been established that large farms employed a lower 
proportion of female servants than small to medium-sized farms.37 
Along with these relatively limited opportunities for employment as servants, the 
remuneration of the women who were employed in this role remained lower than that of 
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their male colleagues. All servants received the usual board and lodging, and a bonus in 
cash38 but the cash wages of female servants amounted to 50 to 70 per cent of the wages 
of men at Scueringhe and Scamelweeken farm during the first half of the fifteenth century 
and in the middle of the sixteenth. This proportion is similar to that found in late medieval 
rural England.39 Although experience, skill and age mattered a great deal, the cash wages of 
experienced female servants remained fairly stable at Scueringhe. Expressed in litres of wheat, 
for a year’s service a dairymaid would earn approximately 717 litres in 1420, 942 litres in 1450 
and 730 litres in 1547, board and lodging not included. 
Women also enjoyed fewer career opportunities than men as measured by potential earnings. 
The range of wages was much greater for men than women. In 1453, the foreman of Scueringhe 
farm, the highest paid servant, earned 264 Flemish d. groten during the winter season, nearly 
five times as much as a younger, inexperienced male servant, who only received 56 groten. The 
highest paid female servant received on average only twice as much as the lowest paid maid. 
Maykin Van den Berghe for instance received only 72d. groten for her service during the 
winter at Scueringhe farm in 1453, while Cornelie, the highest paid female servant that year, 
received 120d. groten. Moreover, moving to a larger farm did not result in increased earnings 
for female servants in the middle of the sixteenth century, in the way it did for their male 
counterparts. In the village of Watervliet, maximum wages for male servants rose with farm 
size, while those of female servants were unrelated to farm size.40 
Despite these limitations, female servants appeared to be a mobile workforce. Most women 
only worked one or two terms at a holding. At Scamelweeken farm, from 1 May until 1 October 
1496, Grote Janne, Cleen Janne and Betkin were hired. The next term, only Betkin stayed and 
Grote Barbele and Cleene Barbele were employed in the place of Grote Janne and Cleen Janne. 
These findings correspond with the traditional view of early modern servanthood as being 
characterized by a high degree of mobility.41 Besides, the Scueringhe maids only exceptionally 
worked as casual labourers after − or before − their service: there was hardly any overlap 
between the two types of employment. In accordance with the traditional view, the female 
servants were mostly young and unmarried. In Middle Dutch, the spelling of the names in 
administrative sources gives an indirect indication of age. Diminutive names with the suffix – 
‘in’, for instance Betkin for the name Elizabeth or Maykin for the name Mary – could indicate 
a younger person.42 At least half of all female servants employed at Scueringhe farm and all 
the female servants working at Ter Doest farm bore a diminutive name. It is noteworthy that 
the farm administrators do not once refer to the husbands of their female servants. Presumably 
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these servants were single women. The customs of the Bruges rural district support this 
presumption, because marriage was one of the accepted reasons to end service.43 Servant Pieter 
Van Rye, foreman of Ter Doest in 1573, received a present worth 48 Flemish d. groten when he 
left the farm because of his marriage. As observed for other regions, service functioned as a 
transitional occupation between childhood and adulthood. Through service, young people could 
save some money or goods to establish their own household, independent of their parents.44 
(ii) Casual labourers 
The work of the permanent labourers was in varying degrees supplemented by that of casual 
workers. Farm accounts, such as those of Scueringhe and of Scamelweeken, differentiated 
between regular day labourers and harvesters.45 Male labourers were hired at any time of the 
year, especially for threshing, but also for manuring, transportation, digging or some other 
unspecified tasks. They normally received a daily wage but sometimes (and increasingly for 
threshing) piece rates. Obviously, the harvesters were hired only during summer. Their pay 
was almost always based on the work they completed. At Scueringhe farm, they were already 
receiving piece rates in 1346 which is quite early by comparison with other regions of the Low 
Countries.46 The wages of casual labourers were, at all times, always paid in cash. They may 
also have received drink but the sources are never explicit on this point.
The managers of Scueringhe and Scamelweeken farms hired women exclusively for harvest 
work, and never as casual labour during other seasons. Their employment was always for short 
periods, a maximum of six weeks during the months of July and August. Nevertheless, in 
1346–47 and in the 1440s women’s labour was extremely important during the weeks of harvest: 
in the summer of 1445, 43 of the 79 individual harvesters were women at Scueringhe. Women 
not only bound or gathered the sheaves, but also reaped with the sickle. In 1445 and 1446, as 
many as 60 per cent of all hired reapers were women. As demonstrated for the late medieval 
English countryside and for fourteenth-century northern France, women at this moment were 
an essential part of the harvest labour force.47 The women in Zuienkerke received the same 
piece rates for reaping as their male counterparts, even before the arrival of the Black Death. 
In the first half of the fifteenth century, this amounted to 35–45 Flemish d. groten per ha, as 
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Figure 1 shows. Although there is much variance, the Scueringhe women reaped approxi-
mately the same acreages as the men, which is remarkable in view of the fact that estimates 
for England in the 1830s and 1840s indicate that on average a man reaped three quarters of 
an acre in the same time as a women reaped half an acre.48 Such differences presumably 
resulted from differences in physical capacity, essential in performing hard manual labour, 
between the average men and the average women.49 A possible explanation for the parity at 
Scueringhe is that the women there were helped by younger siblings or children, whose names 
were not registered in the accounts.50 However, as we will demonstrate later, the women doing 
the harvesting were probably young and mobile and it is unlikely that even younger relatives 
travelled with them. All in all, it is most likely that harvest labourers were paid at the end of 
each week when a note was taken of the payments to individuals, but that the composition of 
the group of harvest workers changed daily. The similar output of male and female workers 
primarily resulted from differences in the number of days – or even in the number of hours – 











































































reaping mowing with the Hainault scythe
f ig u r e  1. Nominal harvest wages in coastal Flanders: nominal piece rates for reaping and for harvesting  
with the Hainault scythe, in Flemish d. groten per ha. 
Sources: see note 32.
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For the women processing large acreages, we assumed that they worked at least six full days 
per week, although working on a Sunday was not impossible.51 On the other hand, there were 
always some days during harvest-time when it was impossible to reap because of rain. This 
makes six days work a week a reasonable number.52 So to estimate the daily earnings of the 
harvest workers, we divided the harvested acreage per week by six and multiplied this by the 
stipulated piece rate. Reapers at Scueringhe farm processed a maximum of 0.20 to 0.30 ha per 
day, which accords with the estimate of 0.20 ha a day suggested by Slicher van Bath.53 In the 
nineteenth century, farmers of bordering Zealand in the northern Low Countries expected 
labourers, hired for reaping and also for binding, to process approximately 0.10 to 0.15 ha a 
day.54 The reapers of Scueringhe farm earned a maximum of 8–11 Flemish d. groten a day in 
the 1440s. Women like Lyskin Aelbrechts could earn 10.2 Flemish d. groten a day, her colleague 
Mandine 11d. This is an exceptional daily wage in comparison to contemporary wages: 
threshers at Scueringhe farm received 4–5 Flemish d. groten a day as Figure 2 shows; labourers 
employed by the waterboard of Blankenberge earned 5–6 Flemish d. groten a day55; in Bruges 
in the 1440s, a master-mason received 12 groten during summer.56 On top of their wages, the 
harvesters received free beer during the work.57 Usually, harvest piece rates in commercial 
agriculture were exceptionally high.58 At Scamelweeken farm in 1496, the ploughmen received 
4 Flemish d. groten a day, while his colleague working on the same farm during harvest 
received 6 or even 7 groten. The high harvest wages also resulted from the long workdays: 
harvest labourers most probably toiled from sunrise to sunset.59 It also possibly reflected the 
health risk of working in the coastal region, where we know that, in the eighteenth century at 
least, the mosquitoes continued to carry malaria.60 
By working several weeks at Scueringhe farm during the summers of the 1440s, women 
could make a significant sum of money as the cases of Lyskin Aelbrechts and Callekin Cocx 
show. In five or six weeks of harvest, this could be almost enough to lease a 3-ha parcel north 
of Bruges in 1445.61 Moreover, the amount they earned in a couple of weeks approaches the 
cash amount a female servant received for a whole year of service at Scueringhe farm. This 
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confirms the wide gap between daily wages implicit in annual service contracts and those 
earned casually during the late middle ages, as has recently been demonstrated for England 
by Humphries and Weisdorf.62 Notwithstanding the security of employment and the value of 
board and lodging enjoyed by servants, it appears that casual work offered the most attractive 
opportunities in fifteenth-century coastal Flanders.
However, a century later, the situation for women was completely different. Substantially fewer 
women found employment on the large farms. At the farm at Scueringhe, only 10 to 15 per cent 
of all harvest labourers during the summers of 1543, 1545, 1546 and 1547 were women. Moreover, 
their work was limited to making sheaves. At the Ter Doest farm, the harvest work of women in 
the 1570s was simply described as ‘assisting’ (‘gheholpen inden ougst’ in Dutch). Obviously, the 
relegation of women to subsidiary jobs had consequences for their remuneration. For sheaving at 
Scueringhe in the 1540s, they earned 1 or 1.5 Flemish d. groten per 1000 sheaves.63 Griete Cheyns, 
for instance, received only 2 Flemish d. groten a day for assisting during the harvest at Ter Doest 
farm in 1572, while her male counterparts received at least 4 or even 6 Flemish d. groten for 
ta bl e  2. Employment patterns of female casual labourers in coastal Flanders
First half of the fifteenth century Middle of the sixteenth century
Performed task reaping binding and ‘assisting’
Kind of remuneration piece rates piece rates and daily wages
Number of working women at 
Scueringhe farm per year
circa 40 circa 5–10
Proportion of women workers for 
harvest work Scueringhe farm
circa 50% circa 15%
Estimated daily wage circa 6–10 Flemish d. groten circa 2 Flemish d. groten
Sources: see note 32.
ta bl e  1. Employment patterns of female servants at Scueringhe farm
First half of fifteenth century Middle of the sixteenth century
Number of hired female servants 2–5 2–4
Percentage of women workers 10–13 18–25
Wages (range) 600–900 litres of wheat 600–800 litres of wheat
Women’s wages as proportion of 
men’s wages (range)
60–70 70
Sources: see note 32.





































































threshing various agricultural tasks
f ig u r e  2. Nominal daily wages for casual labour in coastal Flanders: recorded daily wages for threshing and 
various agricultural tasks, performed by men, in Flemish d. groten. 



































































threshing various agricultural tasks reaping mowing with the Hainault scythe
f ig u r e  3. Index of the real wages, expressed in litres of wheat, for threshing (daily wages), various agricultural 
tasks (daily wages), reaping (piece rates per ha) and mowing with the Hainault scythe (piece rates per ha), with 
1445=100.
Notes: Bruges wheat prices (11-year moving average) taken from Verhulst, Prijzen. Because of the booming cereal 
prices from the 1550s onwards, the downward trend of real wages has to be nuanced.
Sources: see note 32. 
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casual work. On the same farm in the summer of 1575, the male mower received 16 Flemish d. 
groten, while several ‘assisting’ women only earned 6 groten each. It is clear that by the middle 
of the sixteenth century women had lost access to the highest-paid jobs in agriculture. Reapers 
received approximately 80 Flemish d. groten per ha in the 1540s at Scueringhe farm. With 
this payment, labourers could buy the same amount of cereal at the Bruges market as their 
colleagues a century before, as Figure 3 demonstrates. However, the opportunity to earn on this 
scale was now reserved to men. A very limited number of women might also earn money by 
performing domestic jobs at the farm on a casual basis. At Ter Doest farm in the 1570s, several 
women received a daily wage for cleaning and doing the laundry. 
The question obviously arises of what happened between the middle of the fifteenth 
century and the middle of the sixteenth century. In contrast to permanent employment as 
servants, casual labour for women was subject to substantial changes. How can we explain 
these changing work patterns of women? It is tempting to consider the period around 1440 
as a golden age, caused by a labour shortage and similar to that supposed for the English 
countryside in the century-and-a-half after the Black Death. Following this line of reasoning, 
the radically changed situation by the middle of the sixteenth century could be explained by 
demographic recovery. In the next section of the paper, we argue that the characteristics of 
the labour supply was indeed a factor, but that it combined with changes in the type of rural 
economy and changes in the social structure of society.
IV
Before addressing the interplay of different explanatory factors, it is important to bear in 
mind that women in the late medieval Flemish countryside experienced few normative and 
institutional restrictions in the labour market, at least in comparison to those in the booming 
urban centres of the Low Countries or early modern Germany.64 Unfree labour and servile 
dues had been insignificant from the high middle ages onwards.65 Guilds played a minor role 
in the Flemish countryside. In the Low Countries, labour legislation only arose in the second 
half of the sixteenth century.66 Previously, only general stipulations in regional customary 
law regulated wage labour. In these bodies of law, no differentiation according to gender was 
made. In some cases, it was even explicitly stated that the same rules applied to farmhands as 
to maids.67 
(i) Demography
There is no doubt that coastal Flanders experienced a serious labour shortage in 1430s and 
1440s. The rich Scueringhe data dates from a particularly turbulent political period. In 1436–38, 
the city of Bruges revolted against the Duke of Burgundy. This event was accompanied by 
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famine and an outbreak of the plague68 and had an impact on the countryside around Bruges.69 
Moreover, during the 1430s, English soldiers frequently plundered the Flemish coastline from 
the sea.70 Besides these political troubles, the coastal region suffered ecological problems. 
Between c.1370 and c.1425, the area was subjected to several storm surges.71 Consequently, the 
region experienced a succession of demographic crises, which could explain the large numbers 
of women hired during harvests of the 1440s.
The prevailing labour shortage in the second quarter of the fifteenth century is demonstrated 
by the high value of daily wages for casual work. The amount of wheat which could be bought 
by the daily wage for ploughing, harrowing and manuring was never higher than in the 1440s 
and 1450s. Generally, the decades around 1440 are considered to be advantageous for wage 
labourers in Flanders.72 By the middle of the sixteenth century, the amount one day of labour 
could buy was only half as much as a century before, as Figure 3 demonstrates. As in Flanders 
generally, real wages markedly decreased in the sixteenth century.73
The most obvious explanation for the observed change in the employment characteristics of 
women by the middle of the sixteenth century would be a recovery in population numbers. 
However, the coastal area witnessed a fundamental population decrease between the first half 
of the fifteenth century and the beginning of the sixteenth century. In general, population 
levels decreased by a quarter between c.1450 and c.1530.74 In Zuienkerke, the decline was even 
more pronounced: in 1425, the village counted approximately 1133 inhabitants, but by 1527 
the number had shrunk to approximately 450 inhabitants.75 And yet this marked population 
decrease did not lead, as one might expect, to an expanded participation of women in 
farm labour, but rather to the opposite. For this reason, processes other than demographic 
developments need to be considered. 
(ii) Changes in the rural economy
In the fourteenth and first half of the fifteenth century, large holdings in coastal Flanders 
focused on cereal culture, in particular the growing of wheat. At the Scueringhe farm, approxi-
mately 65 to 75 per cent of the land was reserved for arable in the first half of the fifteenth 
century. At this holding, 120 to 150 ha of crops had to be harvested in a couple of weeks. Given 
that one reaper processed approximately 0.20 to 0.30 ha per day, it is clear that the managers 
of St John’s had to find a large number of temporary harvest workers. In such a situation, 
systematic discrimination against women, by offering them lower rates, would have been 
neither rational nor efficient. A similar situation pertained in late medieval England, where 
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Hatcher has observed that wage discrimination according to gender was implausible.76 Whittle 
has similarly noticed that women working in the harvest in pre-Black Death Hunstanton, 
a village in Norfolk, were paid the same as men.77 On the large farms of northern France, 
focusing on commercial cereal culture, the differences between the sexes in day-rates for 
harvest labour was also minimal.78 
The use of piece rates on the Flemish farms, the same for both sexes, meant that labourers 
were stimulated to work speedily. Moreover, it also meant that harvest work required less control 
by the employers. Conversely, the output per worker needed to be accurately determined. The 
friars of Scamelweeken farm spent heavily on supervising the harvest each year. 
In a predominantly cereal culture, the sickle was the ideal instrument for harvesting. It 
cuts the stalks evenly, without gathering too many weeds, and the loss of corn was limited. 
Consequently, in fourteenth- and fifteenth-century coastal Flanders, labourers used the sickle 
above all else. At Scueringhe farm in the 1440s, only a small part of the arable acreage was 
mown, most probably the area covered with fodder crops. The same kind of correlation 
between the type of crop and the technique used has been found for early modern England.79 
From the second half of the fifteenth century onwards, cattle-raising became more important. 
Land was increasingly exploited as fertile grassland rather than arable for cereals.80 A speciali-
zation in some branches of pastoral agriculture could offer opportunities for women, for 
instance as live-in dairymaids.81 Like other farmers in the sixteenth century, the friars of St 
John’s came to focus on the fattening of oxen for urban markets.82 This required less labour 
than dairy farming and in particular offered little or no work for women. The development of 
this specialism explains the stability in the number of female servants and their wages in the 
Flemish coastal area. 
The shift to pastoral farming resulted in a reduced area needing harvest. At Scueringhe 
farm in the 1540s, only 40 per cent of the land was used for arable farming of which a large 
part was now reserved for fodder crops. Consequently, the friars needed far fewer labourers 
during the harvest. In the 1540s, they hired approximately 35 individuals for harvest jobs, 
where in the 1440s the number might have been as many as 120. Besides, the sixteenth-
century harvesters of the coastal area primarily used the Hainault scythe, called pick in 
Middle Dutch.83 At Scueringhe farm in the 1540s, at least 80 per cent of the cultivated area 
was harvested with this tool. At Ter Doest farm in the 1570s, 78 per cent of the cultivated land 
was harvested this way. The sickle was still used for a small acreage of wheat. At Ter Haghen 
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farm between 1557 and 1574, all crops were harvested with the Hainault scythe. With it, 
workers could easily cut the stalks close to their roots. This generated more straw, necessary 
for cattle farming. The scythe also enabled workers to cut weighty, flattened or jumbled corn. 
Harvesting with the Hainault scythe was one-and-a-half times quicker than reaping.84 The 
piece rate for pickers was substantially lower than that for reapers. At Scueringhe farm in the 
1540s, pickers received 28 Flemish d. groten per ha, while their small number of colleagues 
still using the sickle received 80 groten, as Figure 1 shows. This figure also demonstrates that 
the disparity in remuneration between the sickle and the scythe was never as large as in the 
sixteenth century, implying that harvesting with the scythe was unquestionably advantageous 
to the employer.
However, the Hainault scythe was strictly reserved for men. The most cited reason for this 
exclusivity is that harvesting crops with the Hainault scythe – or generally with a common 
scythe – demanded unusual physical strength, stature and skill.85 Another argument is the 
usual attire of women at the time. The rhythmically used hook could get caught up in their 
long skirts. Even if the skirts were raised and bound together, the bulk of the fabric would 
hamper their movement.86 It is also likely that the idea that working with the scythe was 
inappropriate for women also prevailed. Agricultural tasks were all gendered in medieval 
Europe.87 The impact of customs and social expectations is hard to determine in this particular 
case, among others because of the lack of contemporary comments. 
The shift from arable farming to pastoral farming and, related to it, the changing 
preference of employers for the Hainault scythe reduced the opportunities for women. In the 
sixteenth century, the reduced workforce was primarily composed of men using the scythe. 
The work of women was restricted to binding and gathering sheaves. These ‘assisting’ jobs 
were far less financially rewarding. The impact of the type of rural economy and the tools 
used can be shown by a comparison to early modern Zeeland Flanders, part of the Dutch 
Republic. This region specialized in commercial grain cultivation. Moreover, the region was 
regularly confronted with an acute labour shortage, due to border conflicts and warfare with 
the Southern Low Countries. According to Van Cruyningen, the sickle was retained as the 
preferred harvest implement because all type of workers, including women and children, 
could easily use it.88
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(iii) Structural social transformation of the region
By focusing on livestock farming, farmers were responding to ecological problems, in 
particular the deteriorating soil hydrology, as well as an increasing demand for meat from 
the urban centres89, but foremost to structural problems in the labour market. In the 
fourteenth century and first half of the fifteenth, numerous smallholdings in the coastal area 
disappeared.90 As a result, the large farms were no longer able to draw on a plentiful supply 
of local smallholders to work several days a week on the farm, especially during the harvest 
season, for an additional income or in exchange for the loan of a horse and a plough to 
work their own small acreages. In fact, it is only for the first half of the fourteenth century 
we have indications of such intense labour relations between the smallholders of Zuienkerke 
and Scueringhe farm.91 The labour abundance in this period is reflected in the extremely 
low remuneration for harvest labour in comparison to its later evolution, as Figure 3 shows. 
From the end of the fourteenth century onwards, farm managers had to look elsewhere for 
the necessary labour force. 
The labourers at Scueringhe farm, men as well as women, were certainly not of local 
origin in the 1440s, as can be demonstrated by searching for their names or the names 
of relatives in three different types of sources available for the region. All landowners are 
accurately described in the water board rate books because every landowner, in practice 
the freeholders and customary holders, contributed to the maintenance of dikes and 
roads according to the land area they owned.92 The names of the Scueringhe workers, or 
possible relatives, do not appear among the landowners, even the smallest, of the village 
and surrounding villages. It is true that even in the fifteenth century, most land in the area 
north of Bruges was leased out, so it is possible that the workers or their relatives cultivated 
small plots of land in Zuienkerke and surrounding villages. Yet similar names are not to 
be found among the leaseholders of St John’s of Bruges, the landlord who owned at least 
one-fifth of all the land in the neighbourhood of Scueringhe farm.93 Moreover, among the 
277 different taxpayers of the shire of Zuienkerke in 1425, which – in addition to male heads 
of households – included widows (with or without children), cohabitating sisters and single 
women, no obvious relatives of the farm hands are mentioned.94 It is also significant that in 
the Scueringhe accounts of the 1440s, the workers were only seldom identified as ‘the son 
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of or the daughter of …’ which further argues for a non-local origin: the friars and sisters 
of St John’s, dominating the area north of Bruges, would have known at least some of the 
inhabitants by name. 
Where did the workers came from? Several fifteenth-century casual workers at Scueringhe 
and Scamelweeken farm bore a surname referring to the same eastern and north-eastern 
counties of the Low Counties, in particular Brabant, Holland, Zeeland and Guelderland. 
Although using surnames to determine the origin of workers is a risky business, references such 
as Jan Beel from Zeeland or the anonymous Zeeusche wyf, the Oosterlync or the Brabandere 
indicate the same geographical labour mobility. In addition, several names refer to villages 
in the sandy, inland part of Flanders. Occasionally, the farm administrator registered the 
origin of the workers, such as ‘de mans van Oudenaerde’, ‘Cornelis and Hannekin, beede van 
Oudenaerde’, and ‘Lauwericx Wittinc van Eeklo’. This suggests at least temporary migration 
in the rural sector in late medieval Flanders, several decades before more confident evidence 
exists.95 In the eighteenth century, numerous inhabitants of inland Flanders travelled to the 
polders to work for several weeks in the cereal harvest.96 As with the early modern situation, 
the mobility of the fifteenth-century harvesters has to be considered temporary rather than 
permanent labour migration. This is also suggested by the customary law of the Bruges rural 
district, which dictated that judgments on conflicts over the wage of harvest workers had to 
be executed immediately.97 
With high wages, the friars of St John’s and the Potterie hoped to attract extra labourers 
originating from regions with a surplus of labour, such as inland Flanders.98 Labourers were 
able to take advantage of the exceptional wages, especially during the harvest season. They 
constantly travelled around, looking for higher wages. And higher wages were as good as 
always available, since summer wages on Scueringhe farm varied even from week to week, 
in the 1440s from 34 to 50 Flemish d. groten per ha.99 Wages indeed varied according to 
the sort of the cereal, but also according to the condition (thinly or thickly sown, flattened 
or standing) and the urgency of the work. This urgency, moreover, enabled the workers to 
negotiate rates with the farm managers. Scholars have pointed to the strong bargaining 
position of harvest labourers.100 The crew of harvesters at Scueringhe farm changed weekly, 
sometimes even daily, in the 1440s. Harvest labourers weren’t only geographically mobile, 
but lacked any attachment to where they worked. In this decade, on average, only 12 per 
cent of the harvesters at Scueringhe farm in any one summer returned there the following 
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summer. Clearly, the friars of the hospital farms maintained an anonymous and impersonal 
relationship with their employees.
It would seem that at this moment, female harvesters were as free to move from job to job 
as their male counterparts. This was possible because, in all probability, they were young and 
unmarried. At least a third of the Scueringhe female harvesters bore a diminutive name. The 
supposition that they were young is also supported by a small number of them (7 per cent) 
being referred to as ‘daughter of ’. At the same time, the normal lack of reference to parents 
or relatives (as for the male harvest workers in the first half of the fifteenth century) confirms 
their non-local origin. The clerk keeping the accounts never referred to the women’s husband. 
The significance of this absence can be appreciated by considering the contemporary rent and 
lease registers of St John’s, in which women were predominantly identified in relation to their 
husband (even if deceased), despite the fact that, according to regional customary law, they 
were legally capable of renting and cultivating land in their own name. For these reasons it can 
be assumed that the working women were unmarried, notwithstanding the fact that reference 
to a husband living in a village at a distance and unknown to the farm managers was most 
probably irrelevant to them.101 
The geographical and temporal mobility of the working women has consequences for the 
value of their remuneration, because their earnings were spent in other regions. Let’s suppose 
that the Scueringhe women of the 1440s originated from inland Flanders or from Brabant. 
Taking into account deductions from their summer earnings for travel and lodgings, these 
women would still have been able to lease a plot of land encompassing 2.5 ha in the area south 
of Gent, and similarly 2.5 ha in Brabant close to Brussels.102 Knowing that farm size seldom 
exceeded a few ha in inland Flanders103, the summer earnings of the women clearly offered the 
prospect of starting their own farm and household.
The harvest labourers, originating from outside coastal Flanders, had to be paid on the 
completion of their work, doubtless in cash, and before a single part of the crop could be 
sold. This is also suggested by the activities of farm managers on the credit market. In 1495, 
the friars of the Potterie borrowed a large sum of money from the Bruges political elite which 
was clearly intended to pay for the harvest costs at Scamelweeken farm. The sum was repaid 
without interest later in the year.
As a consequence of the changing social structure of the coastal region, with migrant 
workers replacing local workers, the large commercial farms were confronted with growing 
labour costs.104 Although sharp fluctuations occurred annually, these costs approached 
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60 per cent of the annual budget at Scamelweeken farm in the 1380s and 1390s. In the 1440s, 
a period marked by demographic crisis as discussed above, those of Scueringhe farm even 
approached the income of the farm, as Table 4 shows. Conversely, on the flourishing early 
modern cereal farms of Zealand Flanders, labour costs constituted approximately 30 to 40 
per cent of the annual budget.105 The shift towards less labour-intensive but more capital-
intensive livestock farming should be considered as a response to structural changes on 
the labour market. Population indeed mattered in this story, however only in an indirect 
manner. Besides focusing on the fattening of cattle, farmers above all sought to rationalize 
wage labour by introducing piece rates for threshers, introducing the Hainault scythe instead 
of the sickle and balancing the number of servants versus casual labourers according to the 
wages they expected to pay them.106 Table 3 shows the decreasing labour input at Scueringhe 
farm between the middle of the fourteenth century and the middle of the sixteenth century. 
For farms such as Scueringhe or Scamelweeken, not lacking in the necessary capital, these 
measures undoubtedly had positive results. While annual revenues only slightly decreased, 
their labour costs had substantially decreased by the middle of the sixteenth century, as 
Table 4 shows for Scueringhe farm. 
Such figures, however, pertain to institutional farms. For freehold and tenant farmers, the 
later with rent to pay each year, the struggle to keep down labour costs was even more fierce. 
Undoubtedly they lacked the capital to switch to livestock meaning that many of them could 
not continue in farming. Consequently, in otherwise prosperous and politically stable periods 
ta bl e  3. Number of winter servants per ha of arable land at Scueringhe farm, 1346–1547





Sources: see note 32.
ta bl e  4. Labour costs and revenues at Scueringhe farm, 1445–6 and 1543–7
Period Annual labour costs in grams of 
silver (average for the period)
Annual farm revenues in grams of 
silver (average of the period)
1445–6 30,933 45,504
1543–7 15,760 39,675
Sources: see note 32.
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such as the 1530s and 1540s, the group of (nearly) landless people who depended on wage labour 
increased.107 The work patterns of the threshers of Scueringhe farm demonstrate the growing 
importance of wage labour for rural dwellers. In 1454, 29 different people threshed the corn. 
Threshers worked at least two days and at maximum of 26 days on the farm; on average, they 
threshed for 15 days. A century later the cereal harvest, reduced because of the shift to pastoral 
agriculture, was processed by only nine different threshers. On average, each of these worked 
approximately 83 days on the farm, which is five times more than their predecessors.108 The 
social and economic transformation of the region explains why enough male (harvest) labourers 
were available in 1540s, notwithstanding the substantial demographic decline which had taken 
place. That the labour supply now sufficed is suggested by the evolution of real wages for casual 
workers. With their daily wage, casual workers were able to buy only half as much cereal at 
the Bruges market as their colleagues one century earlier, as Figure 3 shows. Farmers could 
recruit more locally in the 1540s. Approximately 10 per cent of all the workers bore the same 
surname as the leaseholders of St Johns in Zuienkerke and surrounding villages. Moreover, 
some workers were referred to as ‘several people from the village, Jacob from the village’ and 
similar formulations. Despite this more locally based recruitment, the relationship between 
employer and employee remained rather anonymous and impersonal, as demonstrated above, 
and also by the appearance of descriptions such as ‘Passchier and his companions’. This pattern 
of recruiting gangs with a foreman, who negotiated the wages of the entire gang, was typical 
for large early modern farms.109
In the 1540s, a period of adequate male labour supply, women were undoubtedly excluded 
from the best-paid harvest work. Farmers clearly preferred men as harvest workers, not only 
with the labour-intensive Hainault scythe but also for reaping small acreages with the sickle. 
Tasks such as harvesting and threshing had to be performed as quickly as possible in this very 
competitive and commercial environment. Therefore, employers sought physical strength and 
speed. Women were frequently employed to undertake the ‘assisting’ jobs on Scueringhe farm 
in the middle of the sixteenth century, but they found work through their husband or male 
relatives and not independently as in the 1440s. Jannekin processed the fodder crops for the 
horses on Scueringhe farm in the 1543, while her husband Geert Pasman worked as a casual 
labourer at least 106 days on the same farm; the wife of Adriaen Van Bergheyke made sheaves 
in the fields during the summer of 1547, while her husband worked the preceding years at the 
farm as a casual worker and harvest worker; Dyne Bertille assisted during the hay harvest, 
while her brother Luc was hired to dig peat at the farm in 1543. Notably, women were now 
sometimes referred to anonymously as ‘wives from the village’ or the like. Women, it seemed, 
not only performed low-paid roles but were also not worth mentioning by their proper name.
The question of what the female casual labourers did for the rest of the year and the 
economic activities the female servants performed after their period of service is hard to 
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answer. Looking for their names in contemporary sources is like searching for a needle in a 
haystack. Generally, it appears that in the fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Flemish coastal 
region women did not have other major opportunities to make a living. Local rural industries 
where women could find employment, such as brick making or peat digging, were in decline 
from the fifteenth century onwards.110 The limit of two looms per village and the prohibition 
on the sale of wool in the rural district around Bruges, imposed after pressure from urban 
weavers, made it impossible for a domestic textile industry to develop in the coastal area.111 
The opportunities for women to secure small acreages of land to run as smallholdings were 
also reduced from the fifteenth century.112 
V
Until now, the debate about female wage labour in the centuries after the Black Death has 
chiefly taken place on a national scale, emphasizing demographic developments as the driver of 
change. Several historians have, however, convincingly argued for the importance of regional 
and even local case studies, because these allow us to place women’s experiences in their proper 
context. This article presents previously unexploited evidence for wage labour by women in 
agriculture in one of most dynamic parts of northern Europe, coastal Flanders. Analysing the 
work patterns of women on large commercial farms in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries 
confirms the importance of differentiating according to the type of employment, as has 
recently been pointed out by Humphries and Weisdorf. The large farms consistently employed 
a few female live-in workers with long-term contracts, in spite of the shift to cattle farming 
and of demographic decline. Moreover, female servants always earned far less than their male 
colleagues. In commercial agriculture, service did not provide the advantageous opportunities 
for women identified by some scholars for the urban economies of north-western Europe. 
As casual workers, women only found employment on large farms during the brief harvest 
period. Remarkably, they did not experience wage discrimination, not even in the era before 
the Black Death. The stipulated piece rates for harvest work pertained to both men and women. 
However, specific harvest tasks were strictly divided between the sexes. In the era dominated 
by cereal cultivation in the fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries, women reaped corn with 
the sickle. Especially in periods with extreme labour scarcity such as the 1440s, numerous 
women, a large proportion of whom originated from other regions, worked in the fields during 
harvest. Due to the shift to livestock in the sixteenth century, fewer workers were needed. 
Besides, farm managers preferred the labour-saving Hainault scythe which, as an instrument 
reserved for male use, pushed women into the low-paid ‘assisting’ jobs such as binding. As in 
early modern textile industries113, the late medieval rural labour market consisted of different 
segments, with each segment not only experiencing its own development but also having its 
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own gender aspects. In the sixteenth century, employers found sufficient male labour because 
of the increase in nearly landless labourers in the region. The evidence of coastal Flanders 
confirms the idea that women were recruited into the labour force when needed but overlooked 
when supplies of male labour were adequate.114 The significance and structural consequences 
of these temporary opportunities for only a specific group of women for rural society as a 
whole should not be overestimated.
This regional, empirical study demonstrates that the presence of a free and well-developed 
market for wage labour combined with declining population numbers is not a sufficient 
explanation of changes in the participation and remuneration of female workers in late 
medieval rural society. An adequate explanation integrates demographic evolution, both 
long-term and short-term, the type of rural economy, and related to this the hand tools 
used, and the social structure of rural society. Nevertheless, far more research is necessary 
to understand the divergent impact on men and women of one of the most fundamental 
evolutions in rural society, in particular the development towards agrarian capitalism. 
